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There is considerable current interest in using molecular materials to influence the surface potential
of semiconductor devices for nanoelectronic and sensing applications. We present experimental
capacitance-voltage results showing that systematic Schottky barrier height modulation can be
achieved using dipolar molecular layers in gold-molecule-silicon devices. A computational
methodology that combines quantum chemistry and traditional electrostatic calculations is used to
explore various physical effects that can influence barrier heights in such systems. Nonidealities
such as silicon surface states can influence both the potential profile within the device and the
validity of the extracted barrier height. Our devices exhibit low surface state densities, but the
magnitude of surface potential modulation is modest due to molecular depolarization from the gold
contact. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3251466兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Integrating organic molecules with solid-state electronic
devices is a topic of great current interest.1–3 By combining
the electronic properties of semiconductors with the chemical, biological, and molecular electronic versatility of organic materials, a variety of novel devices can be realized.
This approach may enable significant advances in chemical
and biological sensing, electronic devices, energy conversion, and a variety of other applications. Although welldeveloped theories exist to describe the physics of electronic
devices and molecular materials independently, the electronic properties of hybrid devices are poorly understood. To
describe such structures in a meaningful, physically realistic
manner, theoretical and analytical techniques must be
adapted to address their unique properties.
One class of hybrid device that has been extensively
studied is the molecularly modified Schottky diode.4–8 Such
devices consist of a molecular layer bound to a moderately
doped semiconductor with a metal contact. There is an offset
between the metal work function and the semiconductor
electron affinity, yielding a substantial Schottky barrier and a
depletion region in the semiconductor at zero bias; these
electrostatic properties result in devices exhibiting classic
Schottky diodelike behavior.9–11 In such devices, the molecular layer modulates electronic properties due both to molecular electronic effects and to it’s electrostatic influence on the
substrate.12,13 It has been demonstrated that dipolar molecular layers deposited on semiconductor surfaces can modulate
the surface potential in a controlled manner.4 The influence
of dipolar molecular layers on metal/molecule/
semiconductor 共MMS兲 device electrostatics is considerably
more complicated. Metal-molecule interactions are often
critically important in determining device behavior.14 It has
been found that both the magnitude and direction of Schottky
a兲
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barrier height modification can be influenced by such
interactions.14,15 In addition to changing the device electrostatics, the molecular layers can modify junction properties
such as semiconductor surface state densities and distributions, which can in turn influence the measured device characteristics. In most studies, the devices are analyzed using
standard experimental methods for relatively ideal Schottkybarrier diodes;16,17 however additional physical insight can
be gained from more detailed theoretical consideration of the
junction properties.
In this study, we present complementary capacitance experiments and calculations to explore various physical processes that can occur in MMS devices. Gold/molecule/n-type
silicon MMS diodes with a series of substituted aryl molecular layers were fabricated and capacitance-voltage 共CV兲 measurements were performed. The devices were analyzed using
standard methods for Schottky diodes. Calculations were developed to determine device electrostatics and resulting CV
characteristics including molecular capacitive effects, molecular charge density, and Si surface states. Experimentally,
it is found that the addition of a dipolar layer induces modest
changes in the apparent Schottky barrier height. By comparing the experimental results and calculations, it is possible to
determine the physical effects responsible for the observed
modulation in device behavior. Silicon surface states, molecular capacitive effects, molecular charge density, and
metal-molecule interactions are explored to determine their
influence on experimentally determined Schottky barrier
heights.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

MMS diodes, as shown schematically in Fig. 1, were
fabricated. 具111典-orientation n-type 共P-doped, Nd = 3
⫻ 1015 cm−3兲 Si wafers were cleaned, hydrogen terminated,
and functionalized with the substituted aryl molecular species shown in Fig. 1. Details of surface modification and
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Schematic of MMS device used for capacitance
measurements and molecular modifiers used in this experiment. X = Br 共Bbenz兲, N共C2H5兲2 共D-benz兲, OCH3 共M-benz兲, NO2 共N-benz兲, 2M 4N-benz.
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where 0 and S are the permittivity of free space and the
semiconductor relative permittivity, respectively, Wdepl is the
depletion width, and A is the device area. The depletion
width of an ideal Schottky diode is given by
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characterization have been published previously.18 The
samples were metallized by deposition of 15 nm of gold
using a “soft” evaporation procedure followed by 200 nm of
gold applied using standard electron-beam vacuum
evaporation.9,10,19 Soft evaporation is performed in a standard thermal evaporator with the sample placed on a holder
facing away from the gold source. After evacuation, the
chamber is backfilled with argon to approximately 6 mTorr
and the evaporation is performed at a rate of 0.1 Å/sec. Due
to the process geometry, the gold atoms must scatter off the
gas in the chamber before settling on the sample surface,
thereby reducing the energy imparted to the sample and reducing the damage to the molecular layer.20 Gold/hydrogenterminated Si control samples 共H-term兲 were fabricated
by metallizing freshly etched Si. 50⫻ 50 m2, 100
⫻ 100 m2, and 150⫻ 150 m2 device regions were defined by photolithography and wet etching of the gold. The
photoresist was stripped using acetone and a large area back
contact was applied with GaIn eutectic. Previous infrared
and inelastic tunneling spectroscopic studies of similarly fabricated MMS devices indicate that these molecular layers are
robust to the soft metallization and photolithography
processing.20
MMS diodes were measured and analyzed using standard Schottky diode techniques. CV measurements were performed at room temperature in the dark using a Keithley 595
capacitance measurement system. The samples were
mounted on steel sample pucks and placed on a vacuum
chuck to achieve electrical contact to the back of the sample.
The top metal electrode of the diode was contacted gently
with a probe tip. A reverse bias of zero to 5 V was applied in
50 mV increments with a small-signal ac frequency of 100
kHz.
When a Schottky diode is reverse biased, a capacitance
arises due to the depletion region in the semiconductor. The
depletion capacitance can be modeled as a parallel-plate capacitor with a dielectric thickness equal to the depletion
width given by
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Typical CV curves for gold/molecule/n Si devices
and 共b兲 typical 共A / C兲2 vs V characteristic and linear fit of a representative
MMS device.
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冑
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where Nd is the Si doping density, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and Vbi and Vappl are the built-in
and applied voltages, respectively. Combining Eqs. 共1兲 and
共2兲, it is found that
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From Eq. 共3兲, it is clear that the CV data can be plotted as
共A / C兲2 versus Vappl. The plot is linear with a slope of
S=−

2
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and an intercept on the Vappl-axis of
Vi = Vbi − kBT.

共5兲

The barrier height is given by
⌽B = Vi + V0 + kBT,
V0 = kBTln

冉 冊

Nc
,
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共6兲
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where Nc = 3 ⫻ 1019 cm−3 is the effective density of states in
the Si conduction band, resulting in a V0 of 0.293 eV.21,22
Experimental and simulation results that verify the validity
of this analysis procedure for the devices in this study will be
presented.
Representative CV curves for various molecular species
are shown in Fig. 2共a兲. A typical fit to the experimental data
is shown in Fig. 2共b兲. For each sample type, at least 20
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TABLE I. Doping densities and Schottky barrier heights
gold/molecule/n Si devices as determined from CV measurements.

Sample
H-term
B-benz
D-benz
M-benz
N-benz
2M 4N-benz

Doping density
共1015 cm−3兲
5.62
8.37
6.21
6.98
6.95
5.81

for

⌽B
共eV兲
0.852⫾ 0.041
0.780⫾ 0.047
0.901⫾ 0.018
0.868⫾ 0.037
0.786⫾ 0.024
0.762⫾ 0.028

devices were measured. A small number of devices exhibited
high leakage currents and the depletion capacitance could
not be accurately determined. The yield of devices for which
the capacitance could be measured ranged from 85%–100%
for the samples in this study. The devices were analyzed
using the methods outlined above; the barrier heights and
doping densities extracted from these measurements are
given in Table I. The doping densities extracted from the CV
measurement are in reasonable agreement with the nominal
doping density of the wafers.
III. SIMULATION

Well-known techniques exist to calculate charge distributions within isolated molecules and for ideal metal/
semiconductor devices. Obtaining solutions for MMS electrostatics requires simultaneous consideration of molecular
charge, semiconductor depletion, and surface-state effects.
The overall CV relationship for a MMS structure can be
calculated by solving Poisson’s equation considering the
charges in the molecular layer, interface states at the semiconductor surface, and bulk charge within the semiconductor
depletion region. This section describes an approach that
considers the molecular layer as a dielectric layer with
charge sheets corresponding to Mulliken charges for the various atomic layers within a monolayer of the molecule.
As a first-order approximation, a molecular layer can be
considered a thin dielectric layer between the metal and the
Si surface. For MMS structures, the molecular layer contributes a molecular capacitance in series with the depletion capacitance given by
Cmol 0mol
=
,
A
tmol

TABLE II. Calculated dipole moments 共Debye兲 perpendicular to the Si surface for isolated molecular species used in this study assuming that the
molecules orient perpendicular to the surface.

共8兲

where mol is the relative permittivity of the molecular layer
and tmol is the molecular layer thickness. In the devices in
this study, the molecular thickness is on the order of 1 nm,
whereas the Si depletion width for modest reverse bias is
more than three orders of magnitude larger. This leads to a
situation where Cmol induces negligible changes in the Si
surface potential 共⬍10 mV兲. Since the junction capacitance
is dominated by the Si depletion region, the molecular capacitance can be neglected while performing standard
Schottky diode analysis without introducing a significant error.
Density functional theory 共DFT兲 calculations were performed to determine the electronic structure of the molecules

Molecule

Dipole
共D兲

Amino-benz
D-benz
M-benz
B-benz
N-benz
2M 4N-benz

⫺1.96
⫺2.39
⫺0.53
1.96
4.56
4.8

used in this study. The DFT calculations were carried out
using the B3LYP functionals, where Becke’s three-parameter
hybrid exchange functional23,24 is combined with the Lee–
Yang–Parr correlation functional25 and a 6-31Gⴱⴱ split valence plus double polarization basis set for all nongold atoms; the SBKJC small-core, effective core potential was
used for gold in order to take into account relativistic effects.
All calculations were carried out with QCHEM 共version 2.0兲
software suite.26 Geometry optimizations were performed on
the isolated molecular modifiers to determine the electronic
structure and molecular dipole moments given in Table II;
properties for amino-benzene 共NH2-ph兲 were calculated to
assist with the interpretation of N-benz and 2M 4N-benz devices. Calculated molecular dipole moments are typically
used as a basis for comparison in order to relate trends in
device electrostatics to molecular headgroup electronegativity. This approach is often used because qualitative trends in
MMS Schottky barrier heights correlate with the dipole moments of the isolated molecular modifiers, which can be calculated readily.4,5,13
The experimentally determined barrier heights are plotted as a function of calculated isolated molecule dipole in
Fig. 3. It has been shown previously that the NO2 substituent
in the nitro-containing molecules can reduce to NHx species,
which have a very different molecular dipole moment.18 The
relative amounts of nitro-terminated and amine-terminated
molecules in the layers were determined from the x-ray photoemission spectroscopy data. An equivalent molecular layer
dipole was found by taking a weighted average of calculated
dipoles for NO2 and NH2-substituted benzene. The molecular
devices show small, systematic changes in measured
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FIG. 3. Measured Schottky barrier height as a function of isolated molecule
dipole moment for a series of MMS diodes.
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the isolated molecular modifier. From a linear fit to the data
set in Fig. 3, it is found that
⌽B = 0.854 − 0.0183 ⫻ p关eV兴,
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where p is the calculated isolated molecular dipole in Debye
共D兲.
Although qualitative trends in measured barrier heights
can be explained in terms of relative isolated molecule dipoles, more quantitative models require the consideration of
molecular properties as bonded to the contacts. Prior experiments suggest that the presence of a metal overlayer reduces
molecular control over semiconductor surface potential.15
Extended molecule simulations were performed with small
silicon 共Si4H9兲 and gold 共Au3兲 clusters to approximate contact effects. Geometry optimization of the as-grafted molecular layers on a small Si cluster was performed. Because the
interaction between the molecule and the gold overlayer is
not well defined, the gold cluster was placed above the molecular headgroup, as shown schematically in Fig. 4. Selfconsistent field calculations were carried out at molecular
headgroup to gold cluster distances of 2–3 Å to investigate
geometric effects. The resulting molecular charge distributions were used to investigate electrostatic effects in MMS
devices.
The Mulliken charge distributions from the DFT calculations were used to determine the expected potential profiles
within the molecules. In this study, the molecules are assumed to be oriented normal to the Si surface and the packing density is assumed to be the ideal value of every other
site on the Si surface 共3.9⫻ 1014 mol/ cm2兲.27 Different substituent chemistry will lead to some variation in molecular
layer packing density, partial multilayer formation, and molecular orientation for various molecular layers; however,
these effects are modest and will not be considered in this
analysis.18 Under these assumptions, the molecular layer
charge distribution Qmol can be expressed as a series of sheet
charges
Qmol = 兺 qiNmol␦共xi兲,

共10兲

i

where qi is the equivalent electronic charge on a given atom,
Nmol is the density of molecules on the surface, and xi is the
distance of the atom from the Si surface. A one-dimensional
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FIG. 4. Schematic of structure used to calculate MMS molecular-electronic
properties. d is the spacing between the topmost heavy atom on the molecule and the gold cluster.
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Calculated potential profiles across molecule for 共a兲
d = 2 Å molecule/gold spacing and 共b兲 d = 3 Å molecule/gold spacing. The
legend in 共a兲 is applicable to both plots.

Poisson solution was then found for the potential profile corresponding to the molecular layer charge density assuming a
relative dielectric constant of 2.2 within the molecular layer.
The resulting potential profiles are shown in Fig. 5. It is
interesting to note that the headgroup electronegativity appears to have only a modest effect on the charge distribution
in the phenyl ring with the exception of the topmost carbon
atom. When the Au-molecule distance is 3 Å 共d = 3兲, there is
a large variation in potential across the molecule
关Potential共x = 7兲 − Potential共x = 0兲兴 for the different molecular
species. This is similar to the dipoles of the as-grafted or
isolated molecules. On the other hand, when the Aumolecule distance is reduced to 2 Å 共d = 2兲, there is significantly less modulation in potential over the series of molecules because the gold electrostatically screens the
molecular dipole. The calculated potential drop across the
isolated molecule changes systematically with the isolated
molecule dipole, as shown in Fig. 6. From a linear fit to the
data it is found that
⌬⌽B = − 0.0481 ⫻ p关eV兴

dAu = 2 Å,

⌬⌽B = − 0.1649 ⫻ p关eV兴

dAu = 3 Å.

共11兲

This result indicates that molecular dipoles can induce
changes in Si surface potential on the order of hundreds of
meV; however the effect is very sensitive to the details of
contact geometry due to screening effects.
This approximate molecular layer charge density can be
incorporated into the insulating layer of a metal/insulator/Si
diode and the electrostatics can be determined by a simple
Poisson solution, as shown schematically in Fig. 7共a兲. In this
method, the molecular charge density is fixed; however the
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Calculated potential drop across molecule as a function of isolated molecule dipole.

Si depletion width is allowed to adjust self-consistently to
solve for the charge distribution within the Si and the potential profile within the device, as described in Fig. 7共b兲. Since
the electric fields within the molecular layer are much larger
then those in the Si due to the high degree of charge localization within the molecules, the potential profile across the
molecule is not greatly affected by the inclusion of the Si
electrode in the Poisson calculation. Quantitatively correct
solutions will require calculation on an extended system
to capture collective effects for large numbers of
molecules.28–31 Moreover, the Mulliken charge distributions
must be adjusted based on the local built-in and applied electric fields to capture molecular polarization effects; however
our simple approach provides qualitative information that
can be used to explain experimentally observed trends.
Additional simulations were performed to estimate the
influence of various effects on measured device characteristics. Surface state effects were included by adding an interface trap charge Qit as a voltage-variable sheet charge at the
Si/molecule interface. The Si is assumed to have a density of
trap states Dit, uniformly distributed in energy throughout the
Si bandgap. Based on prior experimental and theoretical
studies of metal/Si Schottky diodes, a charge neutrality level
of 0.55 eV relative to the Si valence band is assumed.22 The
interface trap charge is determined by self-consistently solving for the charge density and potential profile within the
device using the algorithm in Fig. 7共b兲. Qmol is obtained from

FIG. 8. Band diagram of MMS device. The actual barrier height 共⌽B兲 differs from the built-in potential because of the change in potential across the
molecular layer 共⌬Vmol兲 due to molecular capacitive effects and molecular
dipole effects and the change in potential across the first few atomic layers
at the Si surface due to interface charge 共Qit兲.

the DFT calculations of the Mulliken charge and is kept
fixed. Qit and Wdepl are adjusted to self-consistently solve for
the charge distribution and device electrostatics. The “actual”
Schottky barrier within the device can be found from the
resulting potential profile at zero applied bias by taking the
difference between the Si surface potential and the metal
Fermi energy, as shown in the band diagram in Fig. 8.
The full CV characteristics were found by performing
the Poisson calculation at various applied bias points. At
each bias point, the device electrostatics were calculated by
self-consistently solving for the charge distribution and potential profile within the junction as outlined above. The CV
curves were calculated by considering that
C=

dQ
.
dV

共12兲

The terminal capacitance is
Cmeas =

dQdepl dQit
+
.
dV
dV

Typical as-simulated CV curves with a Si doping density of
1015 cm−3 are shown in Fig. 9. The discreteness in the
curves is due to the simulation grid. The presence of large
charge densities varying over small distances caused such
apparent discretization of the charge. A more sophisticated
mesh can be used to improve the resolution. Equation 共13兲
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FIG. 7. 共a兲 Schematic of the charge distribution 共兲 and resulting potential
profile 共V兲 in a MMS device and 共b兲 flowchart illustrating self-consistent
Poisson solution methodology for MMS diodes. E共x兲 is the electric field,
共x兲 is the permittivity, and 0 ⬍ f ⬍ 1 is a weighting factor that is used for
convergence purposes. The molecular charge density, interface trap charge,
and semiconductor depletion charge can all be incorporated in 共x兲.
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FIG. 9. Representative simulated CV curves for MMS devices. The discreteness in the curves is due to the simulation grid and the presence of large
charge densities varying over small distances.
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FIG. 10. Effect of interface state density on apparent 共a兲 barrier height and
共b兲 doping density. The legend in 共b兲 applies to both graphs.

represents the quasistatic terminal capacitance. As long as
the dc sweep of the capacitance measurement is sufficiently
slow that the depletion width and interface charge can respond, the physical insights from the quasistatic case can be
applied to the ac capacitance measurement.
From the simulated CV curves, the apparent barrier
heights and doping densities were determined using the same
procedure as for the experimentally measured curves. Because an accurate potential profile is determined from the
simulation, the actual and extracted barrier heights can be
compared, illustrating physical processes that affect the validity of extracted device parameters. CV curves of MMS
devices with varying molecular capacitive properties and Si
surface state densities were simulated to determine the influence of these parameters on the extracted Schottky barrier
height. Actual values for the barrier height and doping density may have some error due to the simulation grid; however trends can be used to understand physical processes that
can affect the validity of parameters determined using the CV
measurement.
Barrier heights and doping densities as determined from
calculated CV curves for devices including interface trap effects and molecular capacitance are shown in Fig. 10. Since
the molecular layer thickness, defined as the distance from
the Si surface to the topmost heavy atom of the molecule, is
much smaller than Wdepl in reverse bias, the molecular capacitance does not induce a measurable change in ⌽B. In the
presence of Si surface states, the actual Schottky barrier decreases as the thickness of the molecular layer increases
关open symbols in Fig. 10共a兲兴; however the inferred barrier
height from the measurement 共filled symbols兲 shows the opposite trend. This occurs because some of the charge carriers
contribute to filling the interface trap states instead of uncov-

ering charge in the semiconductor space-charge region and
the details of the interface charge and molecular dielectric
layer modulate the potential profile through the device. In
addition to introducing significant error in the inferred ⌽B,
the presence of high surface-state densities causes a reduction in the apparent doping density from the experimental
curves 关Fig. 10共b兲兴. For clarity, molecular dipoles are not
included in this calculation; however the observed trends are
applicable to dipolar molecular layers as well. The doping
densities inferred from the measured CV characteristics are
in reasonable agreement with the nominal wafer doping density. Based on Fig. 10, this implies that the surface state
densities are less than 1012 cm−2; therefore the measured
Schottky barrier heights from the capacitance measurements
are physically reasonable.
IV. DISCUSSION

When dipolar molecular layers are introduced into a
metal-semiconductor structure, they can modulate device
properties by influencing the surface-state density, as well as
through electrostatic effects. By comparing the measured CV
results with simulations, it is possible to infer which physical
effects are responsible for device behavior. The experimentally determined doping densities are in reasonably good
agreement with the nominal wafer doping density for all
samples. If high surface state densities were present, the apparent doping density would be lower. This indicates that
trends in the measured Schottky barrier heights can be attributed to changes in Si surface potential as the surface state
densities in these devices are insufficient to influence the
measurement. In addition, current-voltage 共IV兲 measurements on devices fabricated using the same methods exhibit
ideality factors near 1, indicating that the devices have low
surface state densities.32 Some prior studies of MMS diodes
have shown ideality factors much greater than 1, indicating
that large surface state densities or other physical processes
are necessary to describe the devices.33,34
Screening effects due to the metal electrode greatly influence the device electrostatics, and the effects are very sensitive to details of the top contact geometry and
composition.13,14,35 Comparisons of the theoretical predictions and the experimental results from CV measurements
are shown in Fig. 11. For both top contact spacings, the data
show a linear relationship indicating that the calculated and
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experimental trends are qualitatively similar. From a linear
fit, the theoretical prediction for 2 Å top spacing has a slope
of 0.3, whereas the 3 Å top spacing calculation has a slope of
0.1. The experimental results are more consistent with the
calculations for devices with fairly intimate contact between
the metal and the molecular headgroup, indicating that significant screening of molecular charge takes place. Surface
potential modulation of Si with the same molecular modifiers
has been studied previously using photovoltage measurements. The as-deposited molecular layers were found to induce surface potential changes of ⫺25 mV/D when the
sample was in an electrolyte environment.36 Collectively,
these observations suggest that molecular dipole-induced
surface potential modulation is present; however there is partial screening of this effect due to the presence of the gold
contact.
As shown in Fig. 10, the presence of high surface-state
densities in such devices can affect both the Schottky barrier
height and the validity of the barrier height inferred from
capacitance measurements. In MMS devices, the molecular
layers generally cannot occupy every site on the semiconductor surface for steric reasons; however the surfaces still
show remarkable chemical stability.37 It is possible that additional electronic states exist at the surface due to the remaining hydrogen-terminated surface sites, oxidation of the
silicon surface, and defects in the molecular monolayer. Prior
spectroscopic studies of these molecular layers indicate that
some Si backbond oxidation occurs and the extent of this
oxidation is dependent on the molecular substituent.18,20 The
good agreement between the nominal doping density and the
experimentally determined doping density as well as the low
ideality factors from the IV measurements suggest that the
electronic surface state densities in these devices are quite
low. It appears that the molecular layers have a stabilizing
effect on the surface even though they do not passivate every
dangling bond. Low surface state densities ranging from 3
⫻ 109 to 3 ⫻ 1011 cm−2 have been reported for alkylterminated Si 具111典 surfaces.38,39 Several other mechanisms
for charge storage within the junction can occur, including
molecular40 and metal41 effects. These effects, if interpreted
incorrectly, can lead to errors in the inferred barrier height
from capacitance measurements. The determination of physically meaningful Schottky barrier heights from capacitance
measurements requires that the devices have low interface
state densities, as is the case in this study, or that appropriate
analysis is used to correct for this effect.
The findings and methods presented here can be generalized to a variety of organic molecule-functionalized semiconductor surfaces. In particular, sensing of chemical and
biological materials using charge-based solid-state approaches is a topic of great current interest. Although a variety of devices have been experimentally demonstrated, the
observed changes in semiconductor surface potential have
generally been small. The importance of top contact screening effects, either due to a metal or ions in solution, can
explain the relatively modest responses realized to date.42
The methodology presented here for calculating expected
changes in semiconductor surface potential can be applied to
this class of problems through the use of appropriate molecu-

lar charge densities and top metal contacts or counterions.
The results suggest that improved electrostatic control over
semiconductor surfaces in MMS devices can be achieved by
reducing the interaction between the molecular charge and
the metal, perhaps by adding a very thin insulating layer or
insulating molecular functional group adjacent to the metal.
V. CONCLUSION

A series of gold-molecule-silicon diodes with dipolar
molecular layers have been fabricated and characterized using CV measurements. Complementary calculations were
performed to determine the effects of molecular charge density, Si surface states, and metal-molecule interaction effects
on the overall device capacitive properties. By correlating
experimental results with calculations, it was determined that
Si surface state densities in these structures are sufficiently
low that they do not affect the capacitance characterization.
Experimentally observed trends in Schottky barrier height
were consistent with calculated trends in Si surface potential,
indicating that the charge distribution within the molecule is
modulating the device characteristics. The modest magnitude
of this effect is consistent with calculations in which the gold
top contact is relatively close to the top atom of the molecular layer, indicating that screening of molecular charge due to
the top metal contact is an important effect in such devices.
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